The DACA, International and Immigration Task Force

Notes from the March 10, 2017 Meeting

1. Introduction of Michael O’Loughlin.

2. Update on outreach to relevant student clubs and organizations
   a. Wendy will contact/invite Lauren Purcaro from CSI to join us for next meeting to assist us with narrowing down which organizations to reach out to.
   b. We plan to look at the mission, theme and makeup/context of club to select which club meetings to attend.

3. Volunteering opportunities
   a. Jeff provided list of agencies. Asked for Task Force to review and provide feedback of any additions or edits from list.
   b. We discussed adding a “Volunteer Opportunities” yellow tab on website.

4. Authentic Voices Video – Showcasing our community during a sensitive time
   a. 16 student names provided for video. Have not been contacted yet.
   b. Students will be emailed with intention of video and speaking points.
   c. Interviews will be in various different locations on campus.
   d. Names will not be revealed in video.
   e. Rough draft of video will be sent by John to all participants and task force members for review and feedback.

5. Immigration LibGuide
   a. New tab added to guide
      • Immigration in the Arts

6. “Refugees/Immigrants Welcome Here” – Safe Zone initiative
   a. What is the commitment of slogan?
   b. There was some concern about conflict of safety with slogan
   c. How do we move agenda forward?
   d. We agreed to revisit this topic at next meeting.
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